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A CONCENTRATION OF CATEGORIES 
WITH NON-INJECTIVE MONOMORPHISMS 
VÍTĚZSLAV VESELÝ, Brno 
(Received Novembcr 21, 1977) 
In [1] certain categories of algebraic systems are studied in which in contrast 
to the majority of other concrete categories non-injective monomorphisms may 
exist. The purpose of this contribution is to deal with this naturally arising problem: 
Does there exist an isomorphic embedding of these categories to the category of sets 
carrying monomorphisms to injective mappings ? 
The answer to this problem is positive. Before we start the construction of such 
an embedding, we recall some definitions and results from [1], 
A Brief Description of the Considered Categories 
Let k, / be arbitrary but fixed ordinals and let S denote the class of all algebraic 
systems <A, QF, QP>, where QF = {¥\
Hl) \i < k) is an operator domain and Qp = 
= {QJ I j < 1} a non-empty predicate domain with binary relations only (nt are fixed 
and denote the arity). We denote further Q = {A} u Qp u {Q~
X | Q G Q P } , where A is 
the identity relation on A. Because of the simplicity the same symbols QF ,QP ,Q 
are used for separate algebraic systems. That is why we shall write instead of <A. QF, 
QP> only briefly A whenever it is clear from the context that A stands for an algebraic 
system of I . 
An algebraic system A e Z is called directed if to each non-empty finite subset M 
of A there exist a0 e A, Q e Q such that aQa0 holds for every a e M. 
We define a category Uz(2l) in the following way: 
a) Objects of the category UE(9l) are exactly those algebraic systems A e S 
satisfying the following three conditions: 
I. A satisfies a prescribed collection 21 of axioms for operations and relations. 
These axioms are hereditary to subsystems and direct products of systems, 
II. A is connected (for each pair a, a! e A is aQt, ..., Qna! for some Ql9 ..., gn e Q), 
III. for arbitrarily chosen n-ary F e Q F ( « ^ l ) ; Qt,...,Qn€Q and Ji = 




of A with afQidf for i = 1,..., n, there exist 
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a) terms T Q J T - , . . . , ^ containing some of the object variables x, 9...9xn9 
xl9..., xn9 vt,..., vq. 
P) relations ax,..., cr e Q, 
y) if necessary elements ei9 ...9eq€ A 
such that 
(1) T0 = F(x.,. . . , *„) and Tr = F(x;,... , Xn)9 
(2) if A is not a directed system and QF does not contain any 0-ary operation, 
then the object variables vi9..., vq do not occur in T0, ..., Tr, 
(3) for every p = 1,2,..., v it holds 
T ^ T ? ^ ... errTr
p, 
where Tf is the value of the term Tf with object variables xt replaced by af, x\ by aj
p 
for / = 1,...,« and t;̂  be ei forf = 1,..., q. 
b) Morphisms in the category UL(2l) are exactly all strong (with respect to all 
relations of QP) surjective homomorphisms of algebraic systems. 
U{lw(2l) will denote the full subcategory of all finite systems. 
The condition III. in the preceding definition seems to be rather complicated 
But it expresses nothing else but a natural relationship between relations and opera-
tions in connected algebraic systems. In the most special cases it is nearly trivially 
satisfied. For example it is easy to show that each directed algebraic system of £ 
satisfies HI. (for, see Lemma 1.1 in [1]). Similarly for many categories obtained by 
a special choice of £ and 21 (e.g. connected partially ordered semigroups or grupoids) 
the truth of the condition III. is an immediate consequence of the defining, axioms 21. 
In further considerations the following terms will be of importance: 
1. Paths. Let A e £ ; a09 ax, ..., ane A and QX , ..., Q„ eQ. The pair a =* 
= [(a0,al9 ...,#„), (QX9 ...,£>„)] is called a path in A if a , .^-^ holds for every 
i = 1,..., n. We write a : a0 -> an or only a : a0 ->. 
By <T1:aH-+a0 we denote the path [(an9 an_i9...9 a0)9 (en
_1, ..., o^1]). If 
f : A -> B is a morphism in UI(2l), then f(a) denotes the path [(f(a0), -fai), •••, ffa,))* 
(Qi> •••> £«)] *n ' • (xQy) = a means that x = at„i9 y — a{ and Q = QX for some 
/ = 1,2,...,«. 
If a : a -• 6, /? : b -» c are paths in A, then they can be joined in a natural way 
to a path a/?: a -* c. 
2. Coverings. Let A e X and a e A. The well-ordered set iTQ = (Wfl, a0,..., <xi9...) 
is called covering in A if Wa = {a | a : a -• } is a set of paths in A with the property: 
to each x9 y e A, Q E Q P such that x Q y there exists a e Hfa with (xQy) g a and a t : a -»• 
~* F|(a,..., a) are paths in A for every basic operation Fj eQF. As far as QF = 0, 
we set HTa » W„. 
3. f-symmetric elements. Let f : A - * B be a morphism in the category UL(2I). 
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The elements a, a' e A, a # a', f(a) = f(a') are called f symmetric if the following two 
conditions hold: 
(i) To each x,ye A and Q €QP such that xg>> there exist paths a, jS : a -* and 
a', j3' : a' - such that (xQy) g a, j8' and f(a) = f(a'), f(j8) = f(j?'). 
(ii) To each basic operation ¥t e fiF there exist paths 
a, : a -* Ff(a, ..., a) and aj : a' -> Fj(a', .,., a') 
such that f(a4) = f(aj). 
The Most Important Results about U£(3l). 
We shall prove a stronger form of Lemma 1.2. in [ l] . 
Lemma. Let f : A -*B be a morphism in U-^?!). If there are in A aa : a -• b and 
afl, : a' -* b paths wth a 7* a' awd f(aa) = f(aa,)» then a, a' are f symmetric elements. 
Proof. Let x,ye A be elements with XQy for some QeCl. Because of the con-
nectedness of A, there exists a path y : b -• x. Hence it is clear that a = /} = 
= afly[(x, j^), (tO)] and a' = /J' = aa,y[(x, y), (g)] are the desired paths from (i). It 
remains to check (ii). Let ¥t e QF be an arbitrary w-ary basic operation. For n = 0 
we lay 0Lt = afly, a\ = afl,y where y : b -» Fj(a,..,, a) = Ff(a',..., a') is a path. For 
the case n _- 1 we shall prove (ii) by means of III. from the definition UX(9I). For, 
let us denote afl = [(a0, ..., am\ (Qt, ..., om)], a,. = [(ag, ..., a
2
m\ (e t , . . . , Qm)]. For 
every k = 1, ...,m we apply III. in this way: For ¥i9Qk (n times) and Mk = 
= {M*t A, Mft A}, where for j = 1,2 M*>A is a family of elements a[„t (n times) 
and a{ (n times) with a^^al (n times), it holds by (3) fori/ = 1,2 and some 
terms TM (/ = 1,2, ...,rk) and <xMen: F ^ a ^ , . . . , ^ - 0 » T^0afctlT/fl(7fct2, ..., 
<Fk,«Jitrk
 = Fj(oj[, ..., ai). Thus for every k = 1, 2, ..., m we have got paths y{ = 
«[<Ti,o, — T',rk), (<rM, ..., (T,,rk)] : F ^ . - , ..., flf.f) -* F ^ , . . . , aft for] = 1,2. 
By f(afl) = f(aa0 we havef(a^) = f(a*
2) and hencet&lj) = tfJiJ forj = 0,1, . . . ,rk 
which says that f(y*) = f(y*). The same holds for the joined paths 
yt = yJ . . . yJ 1 :F i (a , ..., a) - F<(6, . . . , fc) 
?a»Vi . - . ^ :F f ( a ' , . . . , a ' ) ^F ( (b , . . . , 6 ) . 
If <5 : b -» Fj(b, ..., b) is an arbitrary path, then a* = oia8y^
l
9 a'* = a^y^
1 are the 
searched paths satisfying f(oct) = f(a,). 
Theorem 1. (cf. Theorem 2.3. in [1]). A morphism f: A -* B is a monomorphism 
in the category U£(9I) (U{
IW(2l)) i/ awd only if there are not any f symmetric elements 
in A. 
By means of this characterization theorem another interesting result was obtained 
for Us(3l), namely that U20H) is locally small (cf. Theorem 2.6. in [1]). 
The Isomorphic Embedding of UE(9I) in Set Carrying Monomorphisms to Inject-
ive Mappings 
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We associate with every object AeUjOU) the set 0*(A) of all coverings in A. 
As A is connected, we can find to each a e A at least one covering iVa which means 
that 0>(A) # 0. Evidently Ax # A2 =>0>(AX) # 0>(A2). Indeed, for instance to 
ae Ax — A2 we can find Wa e0>(Ax). But all paths in Wa are starting from a and 
as a i A2, the covering Hfa cannot belong to ^(A2). 
Also every morphism f: A -> B defines a mapping 0>(f) :0>(A) -» 0>(J&) in this 
way: for Wa = (Wfl,a0, ..., a,, ...)e^(A) it is 0>(f) (iVa) = (f(Wfl), f(a0), ..., 
f(a,), ...) where f(Wfl) = (f(a) | a e Wfl}. It remains to verify that 0>(f) (OTa) e0>(K). 
For, let b, V e B, Q G Q P be such that bgb'. 
As f is a strong homomorphism of algebraic system, there exist a, a' e A satisfying 
(a, a') e g and f(a) = b, f(a') = b'. Hence for some a e Wfl (aOa') g a and thus also 
(bQb
f) c f(a). 
It is easy to see that 0> describes a functor U^il) -• Set injective on objects and 
morphisms. In other words 0> is an isomorphic embedding U^Sl) -> Set. 
Theorem 2. 0*(f) is an injective mapping whenever f: A -> B is a monomorphism 
in UIV2I). 
Proof. Let f : A -> B be a morphism in U2(<tM) and # fl, iTa.e&(A)9 ira # lFfl' 
such that 0>(f) (KT.) = 0>(f) (Wa). We denote *ra = (Wfl, a0, a-, ..., a,-, ...) and 
Hr'a. = (Wfl,, a0, ai , ..., aj, .,.). We must distinguish two cases. 
(1) Let a T* a'. By definition of Wa to each jc,jleA, !jeQP where xDj> we can 
find a path a e Wfl such that (x@y) g a. As f(a) e f(Wfl) = f(Wfl,), we can write 
f(a) = f(P) where fie Wfl>. Considering the symmetry, we have just proved (i) for 
a, a'. By 0>(f) (iTa) = ^(f) C#"fl,) (ii) holds, too. Thus a, a' are f-symmetric elements 
in A which means by Theorem 1 that f is not a monomorphism. 
(2) Let a = a'. Owing \&H fl ?- Wa it holds Wfl ?- Wfl or af # «J for some /. 
In case Wfl # Wfl at least one of these sets contains a path not belonging to the other 
one. Without loss of generality we can suppose aeWfl - Wfl. But f(a)ef(W^) 
in view of f(Wfl) = f(Wfl) and therefore there exists a path a' e Wfl such that f(a) = 
= f(a'). a i Wfl => a # a'. In case Wfl = Wfl and af # aj for some i, the paths ai9 aj 
play the role of a, a'. As a, a' are different paths starting from the same element 
a and f(a) = f(a'), then by Lemma there exist f-symmetric elements in A. This means 
again that f is not a monomorphism. 
Restriction of 0> on U£In(2t) gives also an isomorphic embedding U(in($l) -» Set 
carrying monomorphisms to injective mappings. As we can see card 0>(A) ^ K0 for 
each AeU£in(9l). We ask: 
Does there exist an embedding U{'n(9I) -> Set carrying monomorphisms to injective 
mappings and satisfying card (P(A) < K0 for each A e U{
in(9l) ? 
The answer to this question is generally negative. We show this in the category 
0/lw(:§) of all finite connected partially ordered sets. For, let us consider a sequence 
of morphisms fn : AB-> B (n = 1,2,3,...) where AB,B are connected partially 
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ordered sets from fig. 1 and fn are defined in this way: 
fB(a/) = bt for i = 1,2, . . . ,5andj = 1,2, ...,« 
All fn (n = 1, 2, ...) are monomorphisms: 
B: 
Д: 
a; <Яr'=«? ЙJ <è=a) 
«i 4 
Fig. 1 
đf"Łач Й, д . 
a. 
By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show that for each n there do not exist ̂ -symmetric 
elements a, a! e A„. If this were the case, then it would have to be a = a{, a' = a{ 
for some i,j,f where j # / (let us suppose / > j). Let 
and 
a = [(a0, ...,am),(Qí9 ...,ew)] : a-
a ' = [(<*(>> •••5«m)'(^l' •••>£».)] -<*' 
be paths in A„ satisfying f„(a) = fw(a'). In O
fin(<*) this means that Qk = <J or gk = 2> 
and thus a*-! ^ a*, a^ j ^ a* or a^.^ _• ak, ak„x ^ a* for k = 1,2, ...,m. Since 
*»(%) — f»W) f° r every k = 0, 1,..., m, the afc, a* are of the form ak = d*p, ak = aj' 
where g + j ' — j = q' (i.e. # < #'). In view of this fact it cannot be (a\ <| aj) s a' 
and so (i) is not true. 
For each isomorphic embedding 0>: Ofin (S) -* *5er carrying monomorphisms 
to injective mappings it holds for n *= 1, 2,...: 
(1) card &>(An) <£ card ^(B) because #(f„) are injective, 
(2) card Horn (A„,B) g card Horn (^(Aw),^(B)) because ^ is injective on 
morphisms. 
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We define for each n = 1,2, ... and f= 1, ...,/i a strong surjective homo-
morphism gnJ : An ~* B in this way: gntJ(a{) = b, and g„,/a?) = bj for k ^ / 
(i = 1,..., 5). Evidently gntJ *- gttJ> for j # / and thus card Horn (An, B) = n. 
Together with (2) we have card Horn (^(An),^(B)) = n for n = 1, 2, ... which means 
by (1) that card^(B) = K0. 
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